Recurrent plunging ranula of the neck
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ABSTRACT

The reported case describes a mismanaged extensive recurrent plunging ranula that occupied a large portion of the neck. The ranula is usually clinically diagnosed. However, absence of visible intra-oral signs may mislead the diagnosis and leads to improper surgical management. Presence of amylase in the aspirated fluids is an important aid in the differential diagnosis. Thereby confirming the salivary origin of the fluids and thus avoiding extensive investigations. The recurrence rate varies according to the procedure performed. Diverse methods of treating ranula have been reported in the literature with variable results. These include marsupialization, excision of the ranula, incision of the ranula and drainage of the contents, excision of the sublingual gland and drainage. The successful procedure to treat plunging ranula depends on complete excision of the affected sublingual gland and drainage of its contents. In this paper, the useful diagnostic investigations and the recommended surgical intervention procedure were described.
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The ranula is essentially pseudocystic entity arising from damage of one or more of the sublingual salivary gland ducts. The pathophysiology involved in the accumulation of the extravagated fluids is hypertension on the duct due to obstruction leads to acinar rupture in the salivary gland and then extravasation of its fluid. Subsequent accumulation of saliva may extend to the neck spaces through the facial planes. The oral ranula is more common than extraoral ranula, it raises the tongue upwards and presents as blue-domed translucent swelling. The plunging or cervical ranula, on the other hand, develops when mucus passes through or below the mylohyoid muscle along the facial planes into the submental, submandibular or cervical spaces. Plunging ranula with a cervical extension may appears as a submandibular or neck swelling without visible intra-oral swelling and thus misleads the diagnosis.

Case Report. A 35-year-old Saudi male patient was referred to our department for diagnosis and treatment of a swelling in his neck. Initial patient’s history revealed that he had suffered from a swelling in the right side of the floor of the mouth 6 years before presenting to us. The patient stated that at the beginning, the swelling appeared sublingually and was fluctuant and gradually enlarged, remained for 3 months then resolved by itself without a need for a surgical intervention. Later, the...
swelling recurred after 4.5 years from the first onset and appeared in the right submandibular region. Firstly, the patient had undergone a surgical intervention in another hospital which aimed to decompress and evacuate the fluids through a submandibular incision at the affected side. The patient reported that the swelling disappeared immediately after the surgery but recurred again in a few weeks time at the same site. He added that he had undergone a similar surgery at the same site for treating the same clinical presentation in a second hospital in a period of 6 months after the first surgery but the swelling recurred again in few months from the second surgery. He mentioned that the swelling had increased in size and extended to occupy the neck region. His past medical history was unremarkable and he did not suffer from pain during meal times but felt continuous pressure in the neck due to the swelling. He was referred to us after the lesion recurred for the third time. The referral indicated that the diagnosis of the lesion was a “benign hemorrhagic lympho-epithelial cyst” of salivary gland and the patient had undergone partial removal of the right submandibular gland. However, the referral report did not provide justification for this diagnosis nor reasons for performing this surgical procedure. The swelling appeared clinically as a soft, fluctuant, and not tender. It occupied the submental, submandibular, the anterior triangle region on the right side of the neck, extended inferiorly to the right clavicle and suprasternal notch region and cross the midline of the neck into the left supraclavicular region. The boundaries of the lesion were ill defined (Figure 1). The floor of the mouth was not raised and appeared normal in texture. Saliva was expressed from all of the major salivary glands. The sialogram did not identify the sialorrhea from the lower right submandibular gland (Figure 2). The aspirated fluid from the swelling appeared as a viscous-blood tinged straw-colored fluid with positive value for amylase.

Based on these findings, the concluded diagnosis was a ranula from the right sublingual gland accumulated from continuous extravasation of saliva along the facial planes. Under general anesthesia, the right sublingual salivary gland was excised through an intra-oral approach. The cystic fluid was completely drained extraorally and a vacuum drain was placed in the swelling site at the neck region for 2 postoperative days. The partially resected submandibular gland was

**Figure 1** - View of the plunging ranula extended from the right submental and submandibular regions, occupies a large portion of the neck and extended inferiorly to the clavicle and suprasternal notch regions.

**Figure 2** - Sialogram view of the right submandibular gland shows dead end of the submandibular gland duct (arrowed).

**Figure 3** - The wall of the lesion devoid of epithelium, consisting of fibroblastic connective tissue A) lined by condensed granulation tissue, B) surrounding a cyst-like space and C) Inflammatory cells and dilated vessels, and D) are evident. (200× Hematoxylin and eosin).
excised completely at the same surgery through the previous submandibular scar to avoid post-surgical complications. Part of the ranula lining adjacent to the surgical site was excised and sent for histopathologic study. The histopathologic finding of the cystic lining showed zone of condensed fibrous tissue lining surrounding the ranula space (Figure 3). The sublingual salivary gland showed minimal inflammation while the excised submandibular gland presented normal gland lobules. The patient recovered well postoperatively without complications and all signs and symptoms of this entity disappeared.

Discussion. It is generally accepted that the cause of the plunging ranula is extravasation of saliva arising from the sublingual gland. The lower position of the sublingual gland below the mylohyoid muscle was reported. Engel et al evaluated mylohyoid herniation in 100 cadavers and found 48% of these cases had mylohyoid herniation. Hopp et al pointed out with MRI, the anatomical anomalies in the mylohyoid muscle and herniation of the sublingual gland toward the congenital origin. Diagnostic sialogram of the submandibular gland of the affected side helps in rolling out the origin of the salorrhea from the submandibular gland and determine the surgical approach and management of the cause. In the reported case, the origin of the ranula from the submandibular gland was excluded. The biochemical data of the aspirated cystic fluid differentiate the content of the lesion from other entities. The presence of amylase in the ranula mucinous fluids suggest active secretory source from the sublingual gland and this avoid extensive radiologic investigations. The recurrence rate of the ranula is not related to its swelling pattern, but intimately depends on the initial diagnosis of origin of the cause and the selected surgical procedure. These fundamentals have been missed in the initial treatment of our case. Different methods of treatment for ranulas have been reported in the literature with varying results. These include marsupialization, incision of the ranula and drainage, excision of the ranula and excision of the sublingual gland with drainage of ranula fluids. Zhao et al reviewed 580 treated ranula and found a recurrence of 66.7% with marsupialization, 57.7% with excision of the ranula alone, and 0% in case of excision of sublingual gland and its ranula. Harrison reviewed the published treatment procedures for plunging ranula and concluded similar findings with high recurrence rate for marsupialization and excision of the ranula alone and the cure rate with excision of the sublingual gland. Samant et al reported their experience in series of 81 patients and supported the aspiration of the mucoid for identification of presence of amylase and hence reduce radiologic investigations. They recommended simple trans-oral sublingual gland excision with evacuation, but not excision of the ranula. However, there is a general agreement to avoid an extensive neck dissection of the cervical extended lobe of the ranula; hence, no need for an extra-oral approach to remove it. In conclusion, the successful treatment for the plunging ranula includes excision of the affected sublingual salivary gland and evacuation of the contents of the extended ranula without a need for excision of the ranula.
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